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A price has to be paid for success. Almost invariably those who have reached the summits worked harder and longer, studied and planned more assiduously, practiced more self denial, overcame more difficulties than those of us who have not risen so far.
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WE INTERRUPT THIS COMIC FOR A TIMELY NOTE TO OUR READER...

WE ARE EXPERIENCING SOME TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES. WHILE OUR TECHNICAL TEAM WORKS ON THE 'GLITCHES', THE FOLLOWING ACTION SEQUENCES COME TO YOU IN STICK FIGURE.

HAVE FAITH! IT WILL BE INFINITELY MORE REWARDING FOR YOU THAN BEING SKEPTICAL.—JESUS.

(ML #3380:66)
(I’VE GIVEN EACH OF YOU WHO HAVE CHOSEN TO CONTINUE INTO THE ERA OF ACTION A FRESH NEW ANOINTING.

LORD, I’M WILLING TO GO FORWARD FOR YOU, COME WHAT MAY!

WITH GOD IS IMPOSSIBLE!

I’VE SPOKEN TO YOU ABOUT THE DANGERS OF THE IMPOSSIBLE AND ASSURED YOU THAT THIS PHANTOM DOES NOT EXIST FOR YOU, IF YOU’LL BELIEVE AND DO WHAT I SHOW YOU.

(From GN 922, “The Keys to the Kingdom!” and GN 946, “More on the Keys! Part 2!”)
I ENHANCED THE GIFT OF FAITH WITHIN YOU, SO THAT YOU CAN CULTIVATE THIS STRONG FAITH, FEED IT, PRACTICE IT, AND LIVE IT. I SHARED WITH YOU MY OWN LESSONS ON LEARNING THE ART OF RISING ABOVE, AND HOW YOU CAN DO THE SAME.

THE FOLLOWING DAY.

I THINK WE HUNG A RIGHT COMING IN...

OR WAS IT A LEFT?

HAVE ANY IDEA WHICH WAY TO GO?

NOPE. I WASN'T PAYING ATTENTION. I WAS TALKING WITH JULIO ABOUT CONECTAR.

THIS PLACE IS STARTING TO GIVE ME THE CREEPS!

WE NEED YOUR HELP, JESUS. WE CALL ON THE POWER OF THE KEYS TO HELP US FIND OUR WAY BACK TO THE MAIN ROAD.

AMEN, WITH THE KEYS!

NOW I WANT TO GIVE YOU WHAT YOU ARE LACKING TO FACILITATE THE WORK AHEAD: THE KEYS TO HEAVEN AND HELL!
A FEW MINUTES LATER.

JUS, I THINK WE'RE BEING FOLLOWED!

WHAT ARE WE GOING TO DO?

WE CALL ON THE POWER OF THE KEYS FOR OUR PROTECTION RIGHT NOW!

PRAY! ... THE KEYS!

STOP THESE MEN IN THEIR TRACKS.

MAMA MIA, THOSE TWO LOOK LIKE THEY'RE IN TROUBLE!

THEY'RE COMING AT US FROM ALL SIDES!

YOU SAID THAT WE WOULD HAVE DOMINION OVER HELL WITH THE KEYS. DO IT, LORD!

THESE ARE NOT TANGIBLE, PHYSICAL KEYS. TO USE THEM REQUIRES A MIGHTY PROTECTIVE FIELD AROUND YOU.
SURE?
WHAT TO DO NOW, LORD?
UP THERE, JUS.
SURE?

IT'S WHAT I'M GETTING!

THROUGH THESE KEEPERs I WILL ALSO HELP YOU LEARNTo ENLARGE YOUR FAITH AND TO USE THIS POWER IN THE DAYS TO COME.

PUT YOUR TRUST IN THESE BEINGS, FOR THEY CONTAIN THE SECRETS OF THE POWER OF HEAVEN.

THEY ARE DIRECTLY CONNECTED TO MY MIND, WHICH COMMANDS THESEPOWER SOURCES.

SO I SENT THE KEEPERs OF THE POWER SOURCES OF HEAVEN, WHO WILL STAND BY YOU AS ADDED PROTECTORS OF THE PORTION OF MY SPIRIT THAT I AM ENTRUSTING YOU WITH.
THANK YOU, LORD, FOR HELPING US OUT OF THAT SITUATION.

THE QUESTION IS WHERE TO GO FROM HERE.

LOOK BEHIND YOU!

THROUGH THE POWER OF PRAYER, THE POWER OF LOVING ME, AND THE POWER OF PRAISE, YOU WILL HAVE THE POWER TO COMMAND ALL THE FORCES OF EVIL TO BE BOUND FOR A TIME...

HEY!

...THE POWER TO WORK MIRACLES IN MY NAME, THE POWER TO USE MY WILL TO FIGHT FOR YOU IN BATTLE.

IT'S OKAY, YOU'RE SAFE!
I didn’t mean to startle you. But I saw what happened outside. That was awesome!

I’m sorry, I’m not quite following you.

What will you do with this tremendous gift?

The gang... the lightning...

I don’t think I’ve ever been so scared in my life!

Are you willing, dedicated, and brave enough to move forward and go through the doors of the unexplained?

Who are you guys?

Missionaries, actually.

Hmmm!

Groan!

No. You’re missing my point. Something amazing just happened outside.
Are you willing to face your greatest fears and walk through them, and watch as they dissolve into a fading vapor?

Are you in a hurry?

We were heading home. Why?

This is why you’re here. Stay and talk with him.

You will make history, for a line has been crossed, and there’s no way to turn back. Knowing this, thrust yourself forward, and I will meet you halfway. Step off the cliff of carnal reasoning into the open sky of faith.

Something inside is telling me that I need to talk with you.

I will be substance beneath your feet and will hold you up. Use the keys in the locks and I will give you the new wings that await you.
NOW THAT THESE KEYS ARE YOURS, DON’T ALLOW YOURSELF TO BE MERELY A SILENT SPECTATOR. JUMP INTO THE ARENA! USE THESE KEYS IN SOME WAY EACH AND EVERY DAY, SO THAT WHEN THE TIME COMES FOR YOU TO PULL DOWN FIRE FROM THE HEAVENS, GREAT WILL BE YOUR FAITH TO DO SO.

BACK HOME.

IT WAS AWESOME!

HERNANDEZ TOLD US THAT HE’D HEARD MY PRAYER WHEN I CALLED ON THE KEYS, AND HE SAW THESE ENORMOUS BEINGS SURROUNDING US.

I WANT YOUR MIND, YOUR SPIRIT, AND YOUR HEART TO BECOME ACCUSTOMED TO THE SENSATION OF THE POWER THAT I HAVE FRESHLY GIVEN UNTO YOU. FOR WHEN YOU ARE ACCUSTOMED, YOU WILL USE THESE KEYS MORE. TO BECOME ACCUSTOMED, YOU MUST PRACTICE.
Once you realize the full value of these keys, you will want to use them again and again, in every aspect of your lives.

With these keys, and at your request, I will unleash all that you need in the blink of an eye!

And then the lightning struck, and the gang ran away.

The beginning of greater works!

The keys rule!

These are the keys of enlightenment. Set aside anything that stirs doubt in your heart or mind concerning them, for only by faith will the full truth of the keys be validated.
KNOW FOR CERTAIN THAT YOU ARE DESTINED TO OVERCOME SATAN AND ALL HIS MINIONS. THE KEYS KNOW NO FAILURE—ONLY THE PERFECTION AND POWER OF MY PROMISES. FOLLOW THE NUDGING OF MY SPIRIT AS YOU STEP OUT INTO UNCHARTED TERRITORY NOW, FOR THE SPIRIT WILL GUIDE YOU INTO ALL TRUTH.

DO YOU HAVE ANYTHING TO TELL US ABOUT WHAT TOOK PLACE LAST NIGHT WITH JUSTIN AND MERR?

I HAVE GIVEN YOU COMMAND OVER THE WIND AND THE LIGHTNING. KNOWING THIS, DON'T ALLOW THE STORMS TO FAZE YOU.

GO OUT AND RESCUE THE LOST. FOR THE PURPOSE OF THE KEYS IS TO FULFILL MY PLAN TO REACH ALL THE LOST OF THE WORLD SO THAT I MAY RETURN AND GATHER MY LOVES UNTO MY BOSOM.

NOTHING BEATS THIS JOB!

AMEN TO THAT!

AMEN TO THAT!
Jesus speaking:

My power and energy is yours for the asking through the new weapons.

The belief that there are no impossibilities with me...

...and the power of the keys which I have given you.

Do not be deceived by the power of Satan in the world.

To compare his power with mine would be like...

Allow me to pull the wool over your eyes, nyak nyak nyak!

Check out these babies...

Art by David Komic
...Comparing a cheap circus magician who pulls rabbits out of hats in order to get the applause of the audience.

And my miracle-working power when I walked the earth, when I raised a man from the dead even though I knew that the people would ultimately kill me because of it.

Now it’s gone too far! Jesus must be stopped!

GRRRR!

Rage against the redeemed.

(Lazarus, no longer stone cold, but now every whit whole, takes a mind-blowing stroll; out of a hole, o Bless my soul.)
SATAN USES THE TEMPTATION OF VANITY TO ENSNARE AND DECEIVE MANY, TELLING THEM:

YOU WILL BE POPULAR

YOU WILL APPEAR STRONG

YOU WILL BE DOMINANT OVER THE WEAK

AND YOU WILL BE ABLE TO EXACT REVENGE ON YOUR ENEMIES.

ALL THESE THINGS APPEAL TO THE WEAKNESSES OF PRIDE AND VANITY IN MAN.

THAT'S 4 SURE!

BUT TO YOU, MY SPECIAL BRIDES AND ENDTIME WARRIORS, I SAY: RESIST HIS SEDUCTIONS OF VANITY.

LIVE TO PROMOTE ME, YOUR HUSBAND, THE KING OF THE UNIVERSE.

NO!

BE MINE!

HE'S THE MAN!
You will soon be handling more pure energy in the form of clear miracles, signs and wonders...

Awesome!!!

What was THAT?!

Um... Tire blow-out?

...and you must determine in your hearts that you will keep yourselves pure and strong in spirit, by embracing the weapons of:

Humility

Unity

Prayer

Praise

Loving me

There will be many like Simon the sorcerer in the Bible who will seek to have the same power.

I'll take 5 Kilos of the Power of the Keys!

Sorry. They're not for sale.

Be healed in the name of Jesus!
...and they think it is merely another plaything to bring them applause from the world.

Do not fall into thinking the same way.

Be sober and vigilant for the weapons I have placed in your hands are not carnal but mighty through me to the pulling down of great spiritual strongholds.
How to do it: Our Endtime Prophet, in his many Letters to us, often jumped from one topic to another as easily as a grasshopper leaps from place to place. So the challenge of this puzzle, to put it simply, is to get from word A to word B in as few steps as possible. That is, find a MO Letter that talks about or uses word A, and try to find ways that it can lead to a MO Letter that talks about or uses word B.

For example, if word A is “pyramid” and word B is “stove,” you might start with the Letter “Crystal Pyramid”—which talks about pyramids and light. Try to find these two words in the same sentence. The next step is to find a MO Letter that uses the word “light” and “stove” in the same sentence—perhaps in one of the camping series MO Letters. Or you may have to use more combination-links to complete the chain. (For example: start with “pyramid + crystal” then go from “crystal + light” to “light + match” to “match + stove.”) Each combination will have to use those two words in the same sentence in order to qualify. Get the picture? Good!

Let’s start:

What to do: Find the shortest possible connection between “monkey” and “sword” in the MO/Mama Letters.

When you’ve connected word A to word B, send your answers to pubs@wsfamily.com with “Monkey Business Puzzle Solution” as the subject header. Please include all references and quotes that complete your “Little Dog Line.” The shortest, most direct, or most original solutions may be printed in future issues of Xn. Other solutions will be posted on the “Overflow - Xn Puzzles” section of the MO site. Have fun following this “Little Dog Line.”

When you've connected word A to word B, send your answers to pubs@wsfamily.com with “Monkey Business Puzzle Solution” as the subject header. Please include all references and quotes that complete your “Little Dog Line.” The shortest, most direct, or most original solutions may be printed in future issues of Xn. Other solutions will be posted on the “Overflow - Xn Puzzles” section of the MO site. Have fun following this “Little Dog Line.”

Download 110 new Feast 2002 screensavers like this one!! You can find them on the MO site.

Who said this?

“No!” I screamed. “Stop! Don’t let go! Don’t let me go!” But it was too late. Those rough hands were my last contact with the world of living men, and that slender thread which tenuously binds us to life was now broken, separating me forever from my hopes, my dreams, my past, and my future.

Stay tuned to your mailings in the next few months to find out!
What is one great difference between so-called white magic and my spiritual power?

The difference is that those who seek to practice white magic to change the lives of those around them are taking matters into their own hands.

This is why the Bible says rebellion is as the sin of witchcraft.
Do you get that? It is the ultimate defiance to me, because in effect they are saying...

I know better than you, God, and so I am going to change things.

Instead, you who wish to change the lives of those around you for the better, can do so, by praying to me for my power and energy to be manifested in a positive way. By asking me, you are in effect saying...

If it be your will, Lord...

And this pleases me.
You are telling Me that even if I allow seemingly bad things to happen to those you love, or to you even, that you know I am in control.

And am only allowing those things that will “work together for good to those who love Me.”

You are calling Me “Lord” and treating Me as the king of your heart and your life.

Follow Me!

I’m free! Thank you Lord!
BE ARMED, MY CHILDREN,

FOR EVIL SEDUCERS ARE WAXING WORSE AND WORSE, DECEIVING AND BEING DECEIVED.

ARM YOURSELF WITH MY UNBEATABLE SPIRITUAL WEAPONS OF PRAISE, PROPHECY, PRAYER, AND A PURE EXCHANGE OF LOVE WITH ME,
The magic of the world has absolutely nothing on the golden magic you now possess.

(Refresh your memory on the awesome information about gold magic in "More on the Keys! What the Future Holds, part 5," ML #3359:94-107.)
I WANT TO BRING SENDERISTA TERRORISTS TO CHRIST!

I DON’T WANT TO FLEE! I WANT TO ATTACK WITH THE GOSPEL!

LIMA, PERU, HAD SWELLED TO SEVEN MILLION AS PEOPLE FLED FROM THE COUNTRYSIDE BECAUSE THE SENDERISTAS WERE MURDERING SO MANY.

NAME: FRANCISCO
AGE: 22
PLACE: PERU
IN THE NINETIES

MISSIONARY TO THE TERRORISTS
K-BLAM!
BA-DOOOOMM

OH MY GOD!

GET HIM!

WHAT ...

SENDISTA? YOU ARE MISTAKEN ...

DON'T MOVE, YOU STINKIN' SENDISTA!
YOU'RE OFF TO MAXIMUM SECURITY, SENDERISTA!

EEEWOEEWOEEOO

FOURTH FLOOR IS WHERE WE KEEP YOU TERRORISTS.

FRANCISCO DAILY WITNESSES TO THE SENDERISTAS IN PRISON.

LUNATIC!

HE IS ALRIGHT!

ABOUT 500 ... THAT WE HAVE CAPTURED OVER THE YEARS.

OVER THE YEARS!!

I CAN'T WASTE TIME FEELING SORRY FOR MYSELF! THIS MAY BE MY BIG CHANCE TO WIN THE SENDERISTAS FOR JESUS!
SEE, FERNANDO, JESUS SAID, I CAME NOT TO CALL THE RIGHTEOUS, BUT SINNERS TO REPENTANCE.

COULD JESUS FORGIVE ME?

A FEW DAYS LATER AT THE FOOD LINE...

FERNANDO, WHO IS THAT GIRL? SHE SEEMS QUITE INTERESTED IN OUR CONVERSATION. ...

WHO? MARIA? SHE WAS 24 WHEN SHE DROPPED OUT OF SAN MARCOS UNIVERSITY IN LIMA AND JOINED US. FORGET HER. SHE'S A LOST CAUSE!

HI, MARIA! HOW ARE YOU TODAY?

WHAT? ARE YOU TRYING TO TALK TO ME!? YOU HAVE NO IDEA WHAT I DID OUTSIDE THIS PRISON! I USED TO TAKE MY PISTOL ... AND PUT A BULLET THROUGH THE SKULLS OF OUR WOUNDED VICTIMS, TO GUARANTEE THEIR DEATH.

radicals unlimited
LATER ...

JESUS CAN FORGIVE YOU TOO, MARIA.

MARIA PRAYED A SALVATION PRAYER WITH FRANCISCO ...

AND BECAME A FAITHFUL STUDENT OF THE LORD’S WORDS.

MONTHS LATER ...

I CAN’T BELIEVE I’VE BEEN STUCK HERE FOR A WHOLE YEAR, JUST WAITING FOR MY TRIAL.

I AM SURE I WILL BE PROVED INNOCENT.

BUT NOW, I HAVE SO MANY BROTHERS AND SISTERS IN HERE—OVER SIXTY! I WOULDN’T HAVE TRADED THIS YEAR FOR ANYTHING!

OHH! I LOVE YOU BRO! THANK YOU FOR GIVING ME JESUS!

THERE IS NOW A CHURCH IN THAT PRISON, FILLED WITH NEW BELIEVERS BROUGHT TO JESUS THROUGH THE FAITHFULNESS OF FRANCISCO.

(DAD:) WE ARE NOT GREATER THAN CHRIST, BUT IT IS CHRIST THAT IS WORKING IN YOU, AND HE IS THE SAME YESTERDAY, TODAY, AND FOREVER AND HAS PROMISED TO DO GREATER WORKS IN THESE LAST DAYS THROUGH YOU BECAUSE THEY WILL BE NEEDED TO STEM THE TIDE OF INIQUITY WHICH IS RISING AGAINST HIS CHILDREN: “WHERE SIN DOTh ABOUND, GRACE DOTh MUCH MORE ABOUND!—POWER FOR THE HOUR—AND WE’RE GOING TO NEED IT AS WE BECOME THE LEADING CHARACTERS IN 600’S GRAND FINALE OF THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH—LEADERS OF THE LAST DAY CHRISTIANS!” —ML #146:5.

“YOU INTENDED TO HARM ME, BUT GOD INTENDED IT FOR GOOD TO ACCOMPLISH WHAT IS NOW BEING DONE, THE SAVING OF MANY LIVES.” —JOSEPH. GENESIS 50:20, NIV.
WE CANNOT STRESS ENOUGH HOW VITAL IT IS THAT YOU, LIKE TERTIITY, HAVE SUFFICIENT GET-OUT TIME SO THAT YOU TOO CAN BE FIT AND READY TO HANDLE CHASE SCENES LIKE THIS ONE SHOULD THE NEED ARISE.

*Chew On THIS Charter Chunk*

**Members under the age of 18 must have regular & sufficient exercise for their overall health and fitness.**

---

THIS JUST IN.

OUR TECHNICAL HITCH HAS BEEN... IRONED OUT!

WE NOW RESUME NORMAL TRANSMISSION.

I'VE GOT TO GET OUT OF HERE!

YES!

...A COSMIC ENERGY THOUGHT POWER TRANSPORTER!
...Cunningly disguised as a telephone booth.

I must contact Cosmic Rebel HQ... and fast.

Hello? Hello?

Suddenly... Roar!

Mean-looking truck

Spin!

Varoom! Operator!

To be continued